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ABSTRACT
Modern software applications, notably those utilizing microservices archi-

tectures, rely heavily on REST API technology for communication. Testing

these APIs is challenging, time-consuming, and prone to errors. This paper

introduces Pulse-UI, an AI-supported tool designed to enhance test se-

quence generation for REST APIs, aiming to reduce the workload involved

in managing test sequences efficiently and improve overall test quality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Modern software development increasingly adopts microservices architec-

tures, relying heavily on REST API technology for communication. This

shift necessitates robust testing strategies to ensure API correctness, reliabil-

ity and performance. The increasing adoption of REST API based software

development has lead to a lot of research and development activities for au-

tomated test generation. However, existing REST API testing approaches are

time-consuming, error-prone, and often result in inadequate test coverage

due to the manual effort required for test management ([2, 1, 4]. AI based

tools often generate incomplete or even false tests, and require a lot of effort

to define and manage test scenarios. This paper introduces Pulse-UI, an

AI-supported tool designed to streamline REST API test scenario generation

and management, aiming to enhance test quality, and reduce manual testing

workload.
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2 PULSE-UI
Pulse-UI [3] was developed to address the challenges of REST API testing

by providing an intuitive scenario graph visualization for efficient test case

scenario manipulation as shown in Figure 1. Leveraging AI based tools,

Pulse-UI assists in generating, analyzing, and manipulating test scenarios

which significantly reduces the manual effort involved in REST API testing.

The Pulse-UI tool features a usable interface for visualizing API endpoints,

creating and linking test sequences, and automating test data generation.

Pulse-UI’s core functionalities are shown in Figure 1 and include:

• Scenario Graph Visualization: Offers an overview and detailed

view of test scenarios, facilitating easy manipulation of APIs.

• AI-Supported Test Generation: Utilizes AI to suggest potential
test sequences and data, enhancing test coverage and efficiency.

• Efficient Test Data Management: Simplifies the creation, editing,

and linkage of test data across different test cases, encouraging more

comprehensive testing as visualized in Figures 2 and 3.

3 RESULTS
A preliminary user study with one developer demonstrated Pulse-UI’s effec-

tiveness in reducing the time and effort required to generate and maintain

REST API test sequences. Compared to manual testing methods and exist-

ing tools like Postman and Swagger UI, Pulse-UI significantly reduced test

creation time, especially for complex scenarios. The study highlighted the

following key outcomes:

• Time Efficiency: It was reported that Pulse-UI saved consider-

able time in creating both simple and complex test sequences. The

tool’s suggestion system and intuitive interface streamlined the test

generation process.

• Enhanced Test Quality: By facilitating the easy creation of linked

test sequences and automating test data generation, Pulse-UI enabled

more thorough testing of edge cases and complex scenarios.

• User Experience: Feedback from the study praised Pulse-UI for its

effective user interface and efficient workflow, noting its superiority

in usability and efficiency compared to manual testing methods.

Limitations. Amajor limitation of the work is the very limited validation

with only one test participant. Our design may unknowingly have been

biased to this particular participant, their background, and their views on

testing. Another issue might be that the main focus of this project was

on developing a user interface to improve efficiency in manual editing

and management of REST test case scenarios. We did not yet evaluate the

effectiveness of the application with respect to test quality improvement

and effciency of learning of the AI engine.
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Figure 1: The overview screen of Pulse-UI.

Figure 2: The editor screen of Pulse-UI with a selected endpoint and its details.

Figure 3: Example of collapsed endpoint details.

4 SUMMARY
Pulse-UI represents a significant advancement in REST API testing, offering

a solution that not only reduces the manual workload but also improves

test quality. Future work will focus on expanding the tool’s AI capabilities,

integrating with additional testing frameworks, further enhancing the user

experience to support a broader range of testing scenarios, and conducting

further user studies to understand the effectiveness of the tool.
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